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Abstract
Networks need to accommodate diverse applications with different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. New
ideas at the physical layer are being developed for this purpose, such as diversity embedded coding, which is a
technique that combines high rates with high reliability. We address the problem of how to fully utilize different
rate-reliability characteristics at the physical layer to support different types of traffic over a network and to jointly
maximize their utilities.
We set up a new framework based on utility maximization for networks with composite links, meaning that
each link consists of sub-links that can attain different rate-reliability characteristics simultaneously. We incorporate
delay, in addition to rate and reliability, into the utility functions. To accommodate different types of traffic, we
propose distributed algorithms converging to the optimal rate-reliability-delay tradeoff based on capacity division
and priority queueing. Numerical results show that compared with traditional codes, the new codes can provide
higher network utilities for all traffic types simultaneously. The results also show that priority queueing achieves
higher network utility than capacity division.
Index Terms
Networks, Resource management, Optimization methods, Communication systems, Channel coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is important and challenging to design a network which accommodates diverse applications, because
different types of traffic have very different requirements for rate, reliability and delay. For example, realtime traffic needs lower delay, but non-real time traffic is delay insensitive. Different types of traffic have
different utility functions, some of them elastic and some inelastic, all to be provisioned over the network.
Recent innovations at the physical layer offer new perspectives on rate-reliability-delay tradeoff. Embedded diversity [6] [7] is a way of combining high rates with high reliability through innovation in coding
at the physical layer. Diversity-embedded codes are high-rate codes that are designed so that they have a
high-diversity (reliability) but low-rate code embedded within them. Diversity embedded codes can achieve
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rate-diversity points that cannot be achieved by simple switching strategies such as time division multiplex
(TDM) [5] [6]. Several classes of diversity embedded codes have been constructed. Linear codes were
developed in [5] and a class of non-linear multi-level codes were developed in [6]. Codes based on peaky
signaling were constructed in [4].
Diversity-embedded codes allow a form of communication where the high-rate code opportunistically
takes advantage of good channel realizations whereas the embedded high-diversity code ensures that at
least part of the information is received reliably. The new codes offer different levels of error protection
on a given link, and they simultaneously create data streams with different rate-reliability characteristics,
hence the link can be treated as several sub-links with different rate and reliability. We refer to such links
as composite links and they provide more flexibility for the rate-reliability tradeoff.
These new physical layer techniques allow us to allocate the packets of different traffic types to the sublinks with appropriate rate-reliability characteristics, in a way that the traffic types match the rate-reliability
pairs, so that the utilities of different traffic types can be jointly optimized. We address the problem of how
to fully utilize the different rate-reliability characteristics at the physical layer to support different types
of traffic over a network and to jointly maximize their utilities.
We study this problem by extending the framework of Network Utility Maximization (NUM). Since the
publication of the seminal paper [12], the framework of NUM has found many applications in network
resource allocation algorithms and the design of protocol stacks. Consider a communication network with
L logical links, each with a fixed capacity of cl bps, and S sources, each transmitting at a rate of xs bps.
Each source s emits one flow, using a fixed set L(s) of links in its path, and has a utility function Us (xs ).
Each link l is shared by a set S(l) of sources. NUM, in its basic version, is the following problem of
maximizing the network utility, over the source rates x, subject to linear flow constraints for all links:
P
maximize
s Us (xs )
P
(1)
subject to
s∈S(l) xs ≤ cl , ∀l
x  0.
The basic NUM framework has been widely extended (see [3] and the references therein). Recently,
[14] extended the NUM framework to the case that utility for each user depends on both transmission
rate and signal quality, with an intrinsic tradeoff between the two. This extension is motivated as follows:
Basic NUM assumes that each link provides a fixed-size transmission ‘pipe’ and each user’s utility is
only a function of transmission rate. These assumptions break down in many practical systems, where, by
adapting the physical layer channel coding or transmission diversity, different tradeoffs between rate and
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reliability can be achieved.
When the diversity-embedded codes are brought into the NUM framework, we may think of a given link
as several parallel sub-links, each with different rate and reliability. The authors of [14] have modeled the
NUM framework for adaptive coding schemes, but what is missing is the freedom to assign users’ traffic
to different sub-links so that users can have different rates, reliabilities, and delays. In this paper, we show
the impact of having composite links in networks. Different from [14], the channel coding is assumed to
be fixed and the parameters of the rate and reliability at different sub-links achieved by the novel channel
coding at the physical layer are passed up to the upper layers, and then our framework decides how to
assign users’ traffic to different sub-links. The implementation of our framework is a transport layer and
application layer functionality, in which parameters are passed up from the lower layers.
An equally important theme in this paper is the incorporation of delay into the utility objective function,
in addition to rate and reliability. In basic NUM, the utility function is only a function of rate, which
does not sufficiently reflect user requirements for reliability or delay. In [14], the tradeoff between rate
and reliability has been discussed, but not delay. In recent work, e.g., [8], the throughput-delay tradeoff
is investigated for wireless network transport capacity, but as an asymptotic study based on the concept
of transport capacity rather than algorithmic design for utility optimization. Some utility functions of rate
and delay have been studied [16] [17], but not reliability. Here we have for each source s a utility that
depends on rate xs , reliability ρs and delay δs :
Us = Us (xs , ρs , δs ).

(2)

We consider three types of traffic: (1) voice traffic (e.g., VoIP), where each source has a fixed rate and
its utility is a function of delay and packet loss; (2) delay-insensitive traffic, where utility is a function of
rate and reliability; (3) and delay-sensitive traffic, where utility depends on rate, reliability and delay.
In addition, we include automatic repeat request (ARQ) [18] as a link-level degree of freedom in optimizing for rate/reliability/delay. ARQ is a protocol that the receiver automatically requests the transmitter
to resend the packet when it detects an error in a packet. In some wireless systems, the wireless link is not
as reliable as the wired one, and an ARQ protocol is used to enhance the reliability of the wireless link in a
feedback manner, as well as forward error correcting (FEC) which enhances the reliability in a feedforward
manner. But ARQ may increase the latency. Hence ARQ would affect the rate-reliability-delay tradeoff.
Papers [9] and [10] discuss the rate-reliability-delay tradeoff with ARQ, but they focus on a single link
where the link has only one rate-reliability pair. Here we investigate the case of general network topologies
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and each link has multiple rate-reliability pairs.
Based on the framework, we study distributed algorithms for the optimal rate-reliability-delay tradeoff.
In the basic NUM, convexity and separability properties of the optimization problem readily lead to a
distributed algorithm that converges to the globally optimal rate allocation. However, our new optimization formulations for the rate-reliability-delay tradeoff are neither separable nor convex. The freedom
of allocating traffic to different sub-links introduces more variables and nonconvexity to the optimization
problems, the incorporation of delay into utility function leads to more global coupling across the variables,
and the possibility of ARQ further complicates the problem structure. Despite these difficulties, we
develop distributed algorithms based on network pricing. In contrast to standard pricing-based rate control
algorithms for the basic NUM, in which each link communicates the same congestion price to each of
its users and/or each user communicates its willingness to pay for rate allocation to the network, in our
algorithms each link provides a possibly different congestion price to users of different traffic type and
each user provides its willingness to pay for the reduction of delay to the network.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We set up a new framework based on NUM, which applies to networks with composite links, and
quantify the benefits of a joint design over rate control, forward error control, and feedback error
control on a network.
2) We incorporate delay, in addition to rate and reliability, within the utility function, for the purpose
of accommodating different types of traffic effectively. We show that the innovation at the physical
layer, such as diversity-embedded codes, can achieve higher network utility in a network setting.
3) The NUM formulation for composite links turns out to be nonconvex and we develop new techniques
to tackle such nonconvex optimization problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the system model for the network
with composite links that we consider in this paper and discuss the delay formulas. In Section III and
Section IV, we investigate the optimal rate-reliability-delay tradeoff based on capacity division and priority
queueing for mixed traffic, respectively. Also, we propose distributed algorithms for the optimal tradeoff.
We provide numerical examples in Section V to illustrate how our framework and algorithms can be used
to show the value of the innovation at physical layer through network utility. We conclude in Section VI.
The key notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF K EY N OTATION

Notation
xs
ρs
ps
δs
γs
pl,n
Rl,n
ql,n,s
ql,n
yl,n
zl
dl,n
ds
λl
λs
µs
µl
K
N
ˆ
ˇ

Meaning
Source rate of source s
Reliability of source s
End-to-end packet loss of source s
End-to-end packet delay of source s
VoIP R-factor of source s
Packet error probability for n-th sub-link of link l
Maximal source rate for n-th sub-link of link l
Fraction of source s’ traffic allocated to n-th sub-link of link l
Fraction of the traffic allocated to n-th sub-link of link l
Total data traffic on n-th sub-link of link l
Total data traffic on link l
Current packet delay for n-th sub-link of link l
Current packet delay of source s
Congestion price of link l
End-to-end aggregate congestion price of source s
Delay price of source s
End-to-end aggregate delay price of link l
Packet length
The number of sub-links on a link
Indicating data traffic
Indicating voice traffic

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Suppose data from a source is transmitted in packets and each packet consists of K bits. We consider
VoIP traffic and delay insensitive/sensitive data traffic. We assume that the network can differentiate traffic
type and we consider two schemes to multiplex different types of traffic. A simpler scheme in Section
III is capacity division, which divides the link capacity and assigns each traffic type a certain capacity
within which each traffic type has its own transmission. A more sophisticated scheme in Section IV is
priority queueing, which puts all the packets together but annotates them according to the degree of delay
sensitivity.
We assume the maximal rate of link l is cl (bps). Suppose that at the physical layer channel codes with
N rate-reliability characteristics are used, so that link l consists of N sub-links, and for the n-th sub-link,
the packet error probability is pl,n and the maximal source rate it can support is Rl,n = cl rl,n , where rl,n
is the code rate, which is defined as the ratio of the input of the n-th sub-link and the output bit rate of
the channel encoder of link l1 .
Assume that one packet is transferred on one of the sub-links, and that source s uses link l in a way
1

We fix the rate-reliability tuple used in the diversity embedded code by choosing the tuple {Rl,1 , pl,1 , . . . , Rl,N , pl,N } for each link l.
This assignment decouples the rate and reliability across sub-links.
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that a fraction ql,n,s is randomly allocated to n-th sub-link of link l. We assume that on every sub-link the
incoming packets are stored in a queue and transmitted in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) fashion, that the arrivals
at the entry points are Poisson streams, and that we have the Kleinrock independence approximation [2].
Note that in general, Kleinrock independence assumption is more accurate in networks where nodes serves
many flows from different locations, and when there are moderate number of random flows in a network,
Kleinrock independence assumption can reasonably capture the traffic correlation [2]. We use Kleinrock
independence assumption to derive the close form average packet delay for further analysis to get the
insight of the rate-reliability-delay tradeoff and the insight of how to design the distributed algorithms.
We use ρs to denote the reliability of source s, ρs = 1 − ps where ps is the end-to-end packet error
probability of source s. The delay of source s refers to the average end-to-end packet delay, denoted as
δs . Packet delay consists of processing, queueing, transmission and propagation delays. In this paper, we
consider the transmission and queueing delay. We discuss ρs and δs in two scenarios, without/with ARQ.
A. Without ARQ
For the case of no ARQ, the Kleinrock independence approximation implies that the queues can be
approximated as N L independent M/D/1 queues. The reliability for source s is
Q
P
ρs (q) = l∈L(s) n ql,n,s (1 − pl,n ).
The average packet delay for source s is [2] [13]

P
P
δs (q, y) = 12 K l∈L(s) n ql,n,s R1l,n +

1
Rl,n −yl,n



,

where yl,n is the total rate on n-th sub-link of link l,
P
yl,n (x, q) = s∈S(l) xs ql,n,s .

(3)

(4)

(5)

Adjusting ql,n,s , we can change reliability and delay. If we increase the load over the sub-link with higher
reliability and lower capacity, reliability could be increased but delay may be increased. If we increase
rate xs , delay may be increased. There is indeed an intrinsic rate-reliability-delay tradeoff.
B. With ARQ
There are many different ARQ schemes. Here we consider the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ where the
next packet is not processed until the current one is either accepted or discarded. We assume that if after
I rounds of transmission the packet is still in error, we discard it and declare a packet loss.
We assume that each sub-link uses ARQ separately and the failed packet is resent on the same sub-link,
not crossing to other sub-links. If the failed packet on a low-reliability sub-link is resent on a high-reliability
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sub-link, the packet delay would be reduced [6], but here for analysis we consider the case without crossing
the composite links. By the Kleinrock independence approximation, the queues can be approximated as
N L independent M/G/1 queues. The reliability of source s is the same as without ARQ, except that we
have pIl,n instead of pl,n as the packet error rate.
For delay, first we focus on one link. We can represent the combination of the queue and the link using
ARQ as an M/G/1 queue [2]. We denote ξ as the time for one round process, and we have ξ = K/R + Γ,
where K/R is the transmission delay, and Γ includes the forward and feedback propagation delay and the
receiver processing delay. For the service time, τ , we have
τ¯2 = ξ 2 b,

τ̄ = ξa,
where a =

1−pI
,
1−p

b =

1
1−p

+

2p(1−pI−1 )
(1−p)2

−

(2I−1)pI
,
1−p

(6)

and p is the probability of detected error, which is

approximated by packet error rate. Assume that Γ is proportional to K/R, then ξ = φK/R where φ ≥ 1.
The average delay is δ = K

x
φa−φ2 R
(a2 − 2b )
R−φxa

[2] [13].

For the case of S sources and L links, the average packet delay for source s is
δs (q, y) = K

P P

l∈L(s) n

where R̂l,n =

Rl,n
,
φ

ql,n,s

al,n −

b
yl,n
)
(a2l,n − l,n
2
R̂l,n

R̂l,n −yl,n al,n

,

(7)

al,n and bl,n are a, b as in (6) for n-th sub-link of link l.

III. O PTIMAL R ATE -R ELIABILITY-D ELAY T RADEOFF BASED ON C APACITY D IVISION
First we investigate the rate-reliability-delay tradeoff based on capacity division. The network assigns
some capacity to VoIP traffic, and the remaining capacity is for data. VoIP and data are decoupled and we
discuss them separately.
A. Voice traffic
For VoIP traffic, the “R-factor” formula links delay and loss to Mean Option Score (MOS) for speech.
Either the R-factor or the MOS can serve as the utility function and we choose R-factor as the utility
function. The relationship between R-factor and voice quality is that as the R-factor increases by 10 from
50 to 100, the voice quality is poor, low, medium, high, and best, respectively [11].
The R-factor is defined as [11] γ = γa − α1 δ − α2 (δ − α3 )H − β1 − β2 log(1 + β3 ψ) where δ is the
one-way end-to-end delay in milliseconds, ψ is the packet loss percentage for the call, and the remaining
parameters are constants defined as: γa = 94.2, α1 = 0.024, α2 = 0.11, α3 = 177.3, H = 0 if delay
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δ < α3 , H = 1 otherwise, and β1 , β2 and β3 are codec dependent parameters, for example, for the G729
codec: β1 = 12, β2 = 15, β3 = 0.6.
Packet loss can be caused by several factors including overloaded links and physical media errors. We
consider only packet loss due to packet error, so we approximate packet loss by packet error rate p. We
may improve the R-factor by assigning VoIP traffic to the more reliable sub-link, but we find that beyond
some threshold, higher reliability does not help the R-factor much. For example, for a given delay, the
R-factor for a packet error rate p ≤ 10−3 is only smaller than the R-factor for p = 0 by less than 1.
To avoid operating at the region where the utility becomes saturated, we adopt the following VoIP
packet allocation policy: (Here we illustrate the idea by the case of N = 2, where N is the number of
sub-links, since it is straightforward to extend it to N > 2.)
Denote by pH and pL the average packet error on high and low reliability sub-link, respectively.
Case 1: If pH is greater than a threshold pthr , VoIP packets use high-reliability sub-link.
Case 2: If pH ≤ pthr and pL ≥ pthr , VoIP packets use both sub-links by allocating randomly a fraction
qH of the traffic to high-reliability sub-link so that qH pH + (1 − qH )pL = pthr .
Case 3: If pL ≤ pthr , VoIP packets use the low-reliability sub-link which is reliable enough for VoIP.
The high-reliability sub-link is assigned to data, to increase the reliability of data.

Assume that the above policy is the same for all VoIP sources. The policy gives us ql,n , hence by (3)
we have the reliability of source s, ρs . Then R-factor of source s is only a function of δs ,
γs (δs ) = γa − α1 δs − α2 (δs − α3 )H − β1 − β2 log(1 + 100β3 (1 − ρs )).

(8)

Assume that each VoIP source is assigned a capacity of B Kbps. For link l, we assign a capacity |S(l)|B
in total to voice. We allocate voice packets according to the policy above and accordingly we assign voice
a capacity of ql,n B from the n-th sub-link of link l. It follows from (4) that the average delay is given by


P
1
1
K
(9)
+
δs (B) = l∈L(s) 2|S(l)|
V
B
B−x
s

where xVs is the rate of VoIP, which is fixed. If B is close to xVs , δs (B) is large, hence the R-factor is low.
If B is large, the delay is small, but the remaining capacity for data traffic would be less, so an appropriate
B should be assigned.
Given an R-factor requirement, we can find the minimum B by solving the following problem,
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minimize

B

subject to

1
S

P

s

γs ≥ γthr

γs (δs ) ≥ γs ,

∀s

(10)

δs (B) ≤ δs ,
∀s
P
|S(l)|B ≥ s∈S(l) xs , ∀l
B, γ, δ

variables

and the simple upper and lower bounds (“box constraints”): γsmin ≤ γs ≤ γsmax and δsmin ≤ δs ≤ δsmax , ∀s,
where γs (δs ) is as in (8) and δs (B) is as in (9). Note that throughout the paper we use δ to denote delay
as a function and as the value of this function (and similarly for γ). Here the first constraint ensures that
the average R-factor is no less than a given value γthr . The second states that the network must provide
an R-factor to each source that is no less than its requested one. The third states that the network must
provide delay to each source that is no greater than its requested delay. The fourth is the rate constraint.
Being piecewise linear, the second constraint can be replaced by two linear constraints and problem (10)
is then a convex optimization. We can solve it distributively by a standard dual decomposition [3], and we
can assign different B to different sources using different links.
There is also a suboptimal but simpler way to find B without any message passing. From (9) we can


K
1
1
have a typical value of δs as |L(s)|typ 2|S(l)|
+
, where |L(s)|typ and |S(l)|typ are the typical
B
B−xV
typ
s

values (for example, the mean value) based on the network topology. For a given R-factor requirement,
we can estimate B by using the typical value, and fix it instead of dynamically assigning it.
B. Delay insensitive/sensitive data traffic
1) Throughput: For delay insensitive traffic, the utility is a function of the throughput. The problem is
formulated as

maximize

P

subject to

P

s

Us (xs ρs )

s∈S(l)

xs ql,n,s ≤ Rl,n , ∀l, ∀n

P

n ql,n,s = 1,

variables

(11)

∀l, s ∈ S(l)

x, q,

together with the box constraints on q and x, where ρs is as in (3) and xs ρs is the throughput of source
s. To make the rest of the development concrete, we focus on the maximization of the total throughput of
all the sources, where the utility function is Us (xs ρs ) = xs ρs .
The error probability p is usually small, and the reliability function ρs as in (3) satisfies
ρs ≈ 1 −

P

l∈L(s)

P

n ql,n,s pl,n .

(12)
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By (12) and (5), problem (11) with Us (xs ρs ) = xs ρs can be changed into a linear programming with
variables x and y. From the optimal x and y, we can find q. The only equation to be satisfied is (5),
hence we have flexibility to choose q. The simplest way is to make ql,n,s equal for all s, given l and n.
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 1: Given (12), problem (11) with Us (xs ρs ) = xs ρs is optimized if ql,n,s are equal for all s ∈ S(l),
given l and n.
The lemma means that we can simply write the variable ql,n,s into ql,n , with ql,n =

yl,n
P

s∈S(l)

xs

, ∀l, ∀n.

2) Throughput and Delay: For delay sensitive data traffic, the packet delay may enter the utility function,
as well as the throughput. For the case of no ARQ, the extended NUM problem is formulated as
P
maximize
s Us (xs ρs , δs )
subject to δs (q, y) ≤ δs , ∀s
yl,n +
variables
and constraints

P

n ql,n,s

V
yl,n

(13)

≤ Rl,n , ∀l, ∀n

x, y, δ, q.

= 1, for all l, s, together with box constraints on q, x and δ, where ρs is as in

V
(12), yl,n is as in (5), δs (q, y) is as in (4), yl,n
is the capacity taken by voice on n-th sub-link of link l.

The first constraint states that the network must provide delay to each source that is no greater than its
requested delay. The second is the rate constraint.
For the utility function for user s, we can use the following weighted sum of utility on throughput and
utility on delay, with the weight ws ∈ [0, 1] indicating the relative importance of throughput and delay,
min

min

δs −δs
s −(xs ρs )
− (1 − ws ) δmax
.
Us (xs ρs , δs ) = ws (xsxρssρ)max
−(xs ρs )min
−δ min
s

(14)

s

Different users can have different weights for delay and throughput, and different maximum delay constraints based on their traffic types.
We consider the case that all the users on link l have the same rate allocation rule, i.e., the ql,n,s are equal
for all s ∈ S(l) given l and n. This makes the system simple, and by Lemma 1 it is close to the optimal
P
rate allocation rule if the weight on delay is small. The sum of weighted throughput s ws xs ρs cannot be
changed into a linear function in x and y using (5), but when pl,n ’s are small, we can approximate it by
P
P P
s ws x s − w
l
n yl,n pl,n , where w is the average ws .
Problem (13) is a nonconvex optimization problem. But we can make it convex under certain conditions,
or approximate it as a convex problem. Note that if we have further constraint that for every link the fraction
P
V
V
) is fixed, which may be required by directly
of the load on every sub-link (yl,n + yl,n
)/ n (yl,n + yl,n
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applying some diversity embedded codes at the physical layer, then the problem can be shown to be convex
optimization by expressing ql,n in terms of yl,n only and showing the average delay is convex in yl,n . The
additional constraint is not always necessary and in general we don’t have the convexity.
We denote zl as the total rate on link l,
zl =

P

s∈S(l)

(15)

xs

and we also have yl,n = ql,n zl where yl,n is as in (5), so problem (13) becomes
P
P P
P
maximize
s vs δs
l
n yl,n pl,n −
s ws x s − w
subject to δs (y, z) ≤ δs , ∀s
V
yl,n ≤ Rl,n − yl,n
, ∀l, n
P
n yl,n = zl , ∀l
P
s∈S(l) xs ≤ zl , ∀l

variables

(16)

x, y, δ, z,

where vs are the corresponding constants, δs (y, z) =

P P

l∈L(s) n

K
f (yl,n )
2zl

where f (yl,n ) = yl,n



1
Rl,n

+

1
Rl,n −yl,n

The last constraint can be an inequality because at optimality it will always be satisfied with equality.
P
P
We introduce auxiliary variables dl,n , and write the first constraint into δs ≥ l∈L(s) n dl,n and dl,n ≥
K
f (yl,n ).
2zl

If we take log on both sides of the inequality dl,n ≥

K
f (yl,n ),
2zl

to make the problem convex,

we need log[f (yl,n )] to be convex in yl,n , but it is not. However, we can find an approximation of f (yl,n ),
denoted as fˆ(yl,n ), such that log[fˆ(yl,n )] is convex in yl,n , and |f (yl,n ) − fˆ(yl,n )| ≤ Λ, where Λ is small.
P
P K
If for delay δs (y, z) = l∈L(s) n 2z
f (yl,n ) we use fˆ instead of f , the relative approximation error
l
is upper bounded by

0.5ΛN

P

l∈L(s)

δs

K/zl

, where N is the number of sub-links, zl is the total rate on link l.

Suppose the packet length K = 400, zl =1 Mbps, then K/zl = 0.4ms. The average delay δs may typically
be tens of ms because source s must have at least one heavy-loaded queue on its path, otherwise it
could increase its rate to enlarge the throughput. Suppose δs is about 20ms, then the upper bound of the
approximation error becomes

0.5ΛN |L(s)|0.4
.
20

If we use |L(s)| = 4 and N = 2, the bound becomes 0.08Λ.

So if Λ=0.5, 1, 2, the approximation error is bounded by 4%, 8%, 16%, respectively. Furthermore, if
(f (yl,n ) − fˆ(yl,n )) can be positive on some sub-links and negative on some others, the approximation error
would be averaged out because f (yl,n ) are summed over sub-links as in the delay formula of δs (y, z). As
will be shown in the last graph in the numerical examples, the approximation is good.
Lemma 2: Let f and fˆ be given by f (x) = x + x/(1 − x) and fˆ(x) =

1−10−m x
(1−x)(1−10−m )

Then f (x) − fˆ(x) ∈ [−0.5, 0.5) for x ∈ [0, 1 − 10−m ] and log(fˆ(x)) is convex in x.

− 0.5, where m > 1.


.
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Applying Lemma 2, problem (13) can be approximated as a convex optimization problem,
P
P P
P
maximize
s ws x s − w
l
n yl,n pl,n −
s vs δs
P
P
subject to
l∈L(s)
n dl,n ≤ δs , ∀s
log(fˆ(yl,n )) ≤ log(dl,n ) + log(zl ), ∀l, ∀n

variables

(17)

x, y, δ, z, d,

together with the last three constraints in problem (16) and the box constrains on x and δ, where fˆ(yl,n ) =
−m y
l,n
K Rl,n −10
.
2
Rl,n −yl,n

We can set m to be 3 to let the interval required by Lemma 2 yl,n /Rl,n ∈ [0, 1 − 10−m ]

close to yl,n /Rl,n ∈ [0, 1).
For the case with ARQ, by the same technique, we can approximate the problem to be convex. As
y

in the average packet delay formula (7), we denote f (yl,n ) = yl,n
approximation fˆ(yl,n ) =

Rl,n −0.01yl,n al,n
(Rl,n −yl,n al,n )T

al,n − Rl,n (a2l,n −
l,n

bl,n
)
2

Rl,n −yl,n al,n

for φ = 1 and I = 3, where T = 3.2

, and we can have its

b
(a2l,n − l,n
)
2
a2l,n

+ 0.35. For the same

reason as in the no-ARQ case, we care about |f (yl,n ) − fˆ(yl,n )| and we observed that it is less than 1
when al,n yl,n /Rl,n ∈ [0, 0.99]. The optimization problem can be approximated as the same as (17), except
that fˆ(yl,n ) has a different expression.
To solve problem (17), by the standard dual decomposition approach [14], we propose the following
distributed algorithm where each source and each link solve their own problem with only local information.
We introduce small positive numbers ǫ1 and ǫ2 to make the objective function in (17) strictly concave in
xs and δs ,
2
s (ws xs − ǫ1 xs ) − w

P
If we choose ǫ ≤

aδ
,
xmax

we have

|(ax−ǫx2 )−ax|
ax

P P
l

n yl,n pl,n −

P

s (vs δs

+ ǫ2 δs2 ).

(18)

≤ κ, which means the approximation error is bounded by κ

if ax is approximated by (ax − ǫx2 ), where a is positive.
Distributed Algorithm 1:
In each iteration t, by solving the following problem (19) over (xs , δs ), each source s determines its
information data rate and requested delay (i.e., xs (t) and δs (t)) that maximize its net utility based on the
prices (λs (t), µs (t)) in the current iteration. Furthermore, by price update equation (20), the source adjusts
its offered price per unit delay reduction for the next iteration.
Source problem and delay price update at source s:
Source problem over (xs , δs ):
maximize ws xs − ǫ1 x2s − vs δs − ǫ2 δs2 − λs (t)xs + µs (t)δs

(19)
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with the box constraints on xs and δs , where λs (t) =

P

λl (t) is the end-to-end congestion price.

l∈L(s)

Delay price update:
µs (t + 1) = [µs (t) − α(t) (δs (t) − ds (t))]+ ,
where ds (t) =

P

l∈L(s)

P

n

(20)

dl,n (t) is the end-to-end delay, α(t) is the stepsize, and [a]+ = max{a, 0}.

Concurrently at each iteration t, by solving problem (21) over (zl , yl,n , dl,n ), each link l determines its
total rate, rate on sub-link n and packet delay on sub-link n, (i.e., zl (t), yl,n (t) and dl,n (t)) that maximize
the ‘net revenue’ of the network based on the prices in the current iteration. In addition, by price update
equations (22), the link adjusts its congestion price per unit rate for the next iteration.
Link problem and congestion price update at link l:
Link problem over (zl , yl,n , dl,n ):
maximize −w

P

n

yl,n pl,n + λl (t)zl − µl (t)

P

n

dl,n

subject to log(fˆ(yl,n )) ≤ log(dl,n ) + log(zl ), ∀l, ∀n

(21)

V
yl,n
, ∀l, ∀n

yl,n ≤ Rl,n −
P
n yl,n = zl , ∀l.
where µl (t) =

P

s∈S(l)

µs (t) is the aggregate delay reduction price paid by sources using link l.

Congestion price update:

+
, ∀l,
λl (t + 1) = λl (t) − α(t) zl (t) − xl (t)
where xl (t) =

P

s∈S(l)

(22)

xs (t) is the aggregate information rate on link l at iteration t.

The message passing is as same as the integrated dynamic reliability policy in [14], except that the price
µs is the price per unit delay reduction that the source s must pay to the network, instead of the price per
unit reliability as in [14], and for the update of µs , the delay on every sub-link of link l ∈ L(s), dl,n , is
P
needed, not just the link message. The stepsize α(t) satisfies limt→∞ α(t) = 0 and limt→∞ ti=1 α(i) = ∞.
After the above dual decomposition, the following result can be proved using standard techniques from
the convergence analysis of the distributed gradient algorithm:
Theorem 1: By Algorithm 1, dual variables λ(t) and µ(t) converge to the optimal dual solutions λ∗ and
µ∗ and the corresponding primal variables x∗ , δ ∗ , z∗ , y∗ and d∗ are the globally optimal primal solutions
of (17) where the objective function is as in (18).
Proof: Since strong duality holds for the primal problem and its Lagrange dual, we solve the dual
problem through distributed gradient method and recover the primal optimizers from the dual optimizers.
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The algorithm is a gradient projection algorithm for dual problem. The proof uses the results of [1] and
is similar to that given in [14] and we omit the details.

IV. O PTIMAL R ATE -R ELIABILITY-D ELAY T RADEOFF BASED ON P RIORITY Q UEUEING S CHEME
We now investigate the priority queueing scheme, where voice packets have high priority, and data
packets have low priority. We use ˇ to indicate voice and ˆ to indicate data.
We assume that at the source nodes, the arrival processes of voice and data are independent, Poisson,
and independent of the service times. Two separate queues are maintained for voice and data packets,
respectively. On link l, voice and data packets are randomly allocated to the n-th sub-link with probabilities
q̌l,n and q̂l,n , respectively. For voice, q̌l,n are decided by the VoIP packet allocation policy in section III-A.
In addition to the Kleinrock independence approximation, we assume that the arrival processes of voice
and data at each link are independent. In general, this may not be true since the departure processes of
voice and data are correlated. But if for any node in the network, the total number of the streams starting
from or ending at the node is large compared with the number of the streams passing this node somewhere
in the middle of their paths, the correlation of the departure processes of voice and data will not be
significant. For a network with moderate number of random flows, such assumption can be reasonably
feasible. We consider the nonpreemptive priority rule whereby a packet undergoing service is allowed to
complete service without interruption even if a packet of higher priority arrives in the meantime. The case
of preemptive priority is similar, and will not be presented here.
The average delay of a voice packet for source š is [2]

P P
K
δš (ŷ) =
q̌
n l,n Rl,n +
l∈L(š)

K y̌l,n +ŷl,n
2Rl,n Rl,n −y̌l,n



(23)

and the average delay of a data packet for source ŝ is
δŝ (q̂, ŷ) =
where y̌l,n =

P

s∈Š(l)

P

x̌s q̌l,n and ŷl,n =

l∈L(ŝ)

P

P

s∈Ŝ(l)

q̂l,n K
n Rl,n

+

q̂l,n K
y̌l,n +ŷl,n
,
2(Rl,n −y̌l,n ) Rl,n −y̌l,n −ŷl,n

(24)

x̂s q̂l,n are the total voice and data traffic on n-th sub-link

of link l, respectively. Note that q̌ and y̌ are fixed by the voice packet allocating policy in section III-A.
If for some sub-link, there is only one type of stream, we use the delay formula of the M/D/1 queue (4).
We can see that voice and data are coupled, with a tradeoff between voice utility and data utility. To
characterize this tradeoff, we optimize the weighted sum of voice utility and data utility, with v ∈ [0, 1]
and (1 − v) being the weights for voice and data respectively. The utility function Uŝ is given by (14) and
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for Uš , we use Uš (γš ) = γš /(γšmax − γšmin ). The extended NUM problem is formulated as
P
P
v
maximize |Š|
Uŝ (xŝ ρŝ , δŝ )
Uš (γš ) + 1−v
|Ŝ|
š

ŝ

subject to y̌l,n + ŷl,n ≤ Rl,n , ∀l, ∀n

(25)

γš ≤ γš (δš ), ∀š; δš (ŷ) ≤ δš , ∀š; δŝ (q̂, ŷ) ≤ δŝ , ∀ŝ
variables

γ, x̂, ŷ, δ̌, δ̂, q̂,

and the box constraints on γ, δ̌, x̂ and δ̂. γš (δš ), δš (ŷ) and δŝ (q̂, ŷ) are as in (8), (23) and (24), respectively.
Here the first constraint is the rate constraint, the second states that the network must provide an R-factor
no less than its requested one to each VoIP source, and the third and fourth ensure the delay requirements.
We use the same technique as in Section III-B.2 to find a convex approximation to this problem.
ν+x
) can be approximated by fˆ(x) =
Lemma 3: If 0 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5, then f (x) = x(1 + 0.5 (1−ν)(1−ν−x)
x
0.5 1−10
with the approximation error |fˆ(x) − f (x)| less than 1 for x ∈ [0, 1 − 10−m − ν], where m is
1−v−x
−m

a positive real number.
We apply Lemma 3 to problem (25), where ν = y̌l,n /Rl,n . Hence if ν ≤ 0.5, the delay formula (24)
P
P
R−10−m ŷl,n
can be approximated as δŝ (q̂, ŷ) ≈ l∈L(ŝ) n K q̂l,n fˆ(yl,n ) where fˆ(ŷl,n ) = 0.5 R−y̌l,n −ŷl,n
. Here we have
Λ = 1 (typically the approximation error is upper bounded by 8%) where Λ is defined in Section III-B.2.
If y̌l,n ≤ 0.5Rl,n , Lemma 3 can be applied directly. Otherwise, an approximation is needed with errors
readily characterized, for which the details are omitted due to space limitations.
If ARQ is used for the data packets, the delay formulas are almost the same as the ones without ARQ.
The only difference is that in the numerators y̌l,n + ŷl,n is changed into y̌l,n +bl,n ŷl,n , and in the denominator,
R − y̌l,n − ŷl,n is changed into R − y̌l,n − al,n ŷl,n where bl,n and al,n are as in (7).
The delay formula is approximated using the following observation: If ν ∈ [0, 0.5], f (x) = ax(1 +
ν+bx
) can be approximated by fˆ(x) = (0.5+0.5( ab −1)(1−ν)) (1−0.001ax)
−ax with |fˆ(x)−f (x)|
0.5 (1−ν)(1−ν−ax)
(1−ν−ax)

less than

0.5
1−ν

+ 0.5(b/a − 1) for x ∈ [0, (0.99 − ν)/a] if b/a ∈ [1, 2]. Given I = 3, if the packet error rate

p ≤ 0.57, then b/a ∈ [1, 2], and Λ = 2 (typically the approximation error is upper bounded by 16%).
Similar to Section III-B.2, the problems (25) with and without ARQ are equivalent to the following,
P
P
P P
P
maximize
š γš +
ŝ v1ŝ xŝ −
l
n v2 ŷl,n pl,n −
ŝ v3ŝ δŝ
P
P
subject to
l∈L(ŝ)
n dl,n ≤ δŝ , ∀ŝ
log(fˆ(ŷl,n )) ≤ log(dl,n ) + log(zl ), ∀l, ∀n
P
P
n ŷl,n = zl ,
ŝ∈Ŝ(l) xŝ ≤ zl , ∀l

variables

γ, x̂, ŷ, δ̌, δ̂, z, d,

(26)
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and the first three constraints in problem (25), where v1s , v2 and v3s are the corresponding constants. The
four constraints listed above correspond to the last constraint in (25), with auxiliary variables d and z.
To solve problem (26), we use a standard dual decomposition approach and we propose the following
distributed algorithm. Similar to Algorithm 1, we add the following terms to the objective function in (26)
to make it strictly concave in γš , xŝ and δŝ
−

P

š

ǫ(γš )2 −

2
ŝ (ǫ1 xŝ

P

+ ǫ2 δŝ2 ),

(27)

where ǫ, ǫ1 and ǫ2 are small positive numbers.
Distributed Algorithm 2:
At each iteration t, by solving the following problem (28) over (γš , δš ), each source š determines its
R-factor and requested delay (i.e., γš and δš ) that maximize its net utility based on the prices µš (t) in the
current iteration. Furthermore, by price update equation (29), the source adjusts its offered price per unit
delay reduction for the next iteration.
Source problem at VoIP source š:
Source problem over (γš , δš ):
maximize γš − ǫ(γš )2 + µš (t)δš

(28)

with the constraints γš ≤ γš (δš ) and box constraints on γš and δš .
Delay price update:

+

µš (t + 1) = [µš (t) − α(t) (δš (t) − dš (t))] , ∀š,
where dš (t) =

P

l∈L(š)

P

n δš (ŷ)

(29)

is the end-to-end average delay of VoIP packet at iteration t.

At each iteration t, by solving problem (30) given below over (xŝ , δŝ ), each source ŝ determines its rate
and requested delay (i.e., xŝ and δŝ ) that maximize its net utility based on the prices (λŝ (t), µŝ (t)) in the
current iteration. Furthermore, by price update, the source adjusts its offered price per unit delay reduction
for the next iteration.
Source problem at data source ŝ:
Source problem over (xŝ , δŝ ):
maximize v1ŝ xŝ − ǫ1 x2ŝ − v2ŝ δŝ − ǫ2 δŝ2 − λŝ (t)xŝ + µŝ (t)δŝ
with the box constraints on xŝ and δŝ , where λŝ (t) =

P

l∈L(ŝ)

(30)

λl (t) is the end-to-end congestion price.

Delay price update: Follow the same equation as (20) except that s is changed into ŝ.
Concurrently at each iteration t, by solving problem (31) over (zl , ŷl,n , dl,n ), each link l determines its
total rate, rate on sub-link n and packet delay on sub-link n, (i.e., zl (t), ŷl,n (t) and dl,n (t)) that maximizes
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the ‘net revenue’ of the network based on the prices in the current iteration. In addition, by price update,
the link adjusts its congestion price per unit rate for the next iteration.
Link problem and congestion price update at link l:
Link problem over (zl , ŷl,n , dl,n ):
P
P
P
P
maximize − ŝ∈ŝ(l) n v1ŝ ŷl,n pl,n + λl (t)zl − µ̌l (t) n δš (ŷ) − µ̂l (t) n dl,n
subject to log(fˆ(ŷl,n )) ≤ log(dl,n ) + log(zl ), ∀l, ∀n

(31)

ŷl,n ≤ Rl,n − y̌l,n , ∀l, ∀n
P
n ŷl,n = zl , ∀l
where µ̌l (t) =

P

µš is the aggregate delay reduction price paid by VoIP sources using link l at
P
iteration t, and µ̂l (t) = ŝ∈Ŝ(l) µŝ is the aggregate delay reduction price paid by data sources using link l.
P
Congestion price update: Follow the same equation as (22) with xl (t) = ŝ∈Ŝ(l) xŝ (t).
š∈Š(l)

We illustrate Algorithm 2 in Fig. 1. Algorithm 2 reduces to Algorithm 1 if we remove the voice source
from Fig. 1. Comparing two algorithms, we can see that for each data source, it solves the same source
problem except that the delay formula is different. The link problem in Algorithm 2 has an additional term
P
in the objective compared with Algorithm 1, −µ̌l (t) n δš (ŷ), and it requires the aggregate delay reduction
price paid by VoIP sources µ̌l (t). In Algorithm 2 every VoIP source needs to solve its own problem and
update its price for delay reduction. The message passing for data traffic is the same for both algorithms,
and for voice traffic it is similar to data traffic. In Algorithm 1, if the capacity assigned to voice B is
pre-calculated and fixed, the message passing related to VoIP sources is not needed. From Algorithm 1 to
Algorithm 2, the number of source nodes is effectively increased by |Š|, the number of the VoIP flows.
Since subgradient projection approach is used, both algorithms have at least linear convergence speed [1].
After the above dual decomposition, we can obtain the following analog of Theorem 1:
Theorem 2: By Algorithm 2, dual variables λ(t), µ̌(t) and µ̂(t) converge to the optimal dual solutions
λ∗ , µ̌∗ and µ̂∗ and the corresponding primal variables γ ∗ , δ̌ ∗ ,x̂∗ ,ŷ∗ ,δ̂ ∗ ,d∗ ,z∗ are the globally optimal primal
solutions of (26) with (27) added to the objective function.

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present numerical examples by analyzing a simple network, shown in Fig. 2. On each
stream, there is both VoIP and data traffic. We consider the case that data traffic may use ARQ, but VoIP
traffic does not use ARQ. We let the channel capacity on each link be cmax
= 4 Mbps. At the physical
l
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layer, for the single-diversity codes we use Alamouti codes, with code rate r = 1/2, hence the maximum
source rate link l can support is Rl = 2 Mbps. For the diversity-embedded codes, we use the codes in [4]
with two rate-reliability pairs, hence each link is composed by two sub-links. The code rates for the high
and low reliability sub-link are rH = 1/6 and rL = 3/8, respectively. The maximum source rates the high
and low reliability sub-link can support are Rl,H = 0.667 Mbps and Rl,L = 1.5 Mbps, respectively.
For performance of codes over a single link, [4] gives the bit-error-rate (BER) performance with respect
to signal-noise-ratio (SNR) over quasi-static fading channel. Note that in [4], for fair comparison, the
diversity-embedded codes have the same average signal power as the single-diversity codes. The packet
error rate p is approximated as p = 1 − (1 − BER)K , assuming that each bit is independent, where K is the
packet length. Fig. 3 shows the packet error rate for K = 400. Fig. 4 shows throughput on single link if
the link is fully loaded, Rl (1 − p) for Alamouti codes, Rl,H (1 − pH ) + Rl,L (1 − pL ) for diversity-embedded
codes. We can see the advantage of diversity-embedded codes.
We set the VoIP R-factor saturation threshold of packet loss pthr to be 10−3 . From Fig. 3, pH ≤ pthr , so
we send voice over the high-reliability link, and data over both sub-links. The VoIP source codec is set to
be G729, where for simplex data, the rate is 40 Kbit/s and the packet size K = 400 bits. For data traffic,
K = 400 as well. The constant parameters have the following values: xmin
= 0.1 Mbps, xmax
= 2 Mbps,
ŝ
ŝ
γš min = 53.3, γš max = 100, θŝmin = 0, θŝmax = 2 Mbps, δš max = 300 ms, and δš min = δŝ min = 0.
A quick summary of the key engineering implications from the graphs, before we discuss each graph:
1) The superiority of diversity-embedded codes in terms of network utility is shown in Fig. 5-8 (upper
two curves in Fig. 5, right-upper two curves in Fig. 6, right four curves in Fig. 7 and lower two
curves in Fig. 8).
2) The advantage of priority queueing scheme over capacity division is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
(compare any two solid lines or two dashed lines, either in the left or right cluster).
3) The impact of ARQ that it enhances the reliability but increases the delay is shown in Fig. 5 (upper
first v.s. second, third v.s. fourth) and Fig. 7 (dashed lines v.s. solid lines).
For the case of assigning VoIP traffic a fixed capacity B = 60 Kbps, we optimize the data traffic through
a weighted sum of throughput and delay. Fig. 5 shows the tradeoff between throughput and delay for data
traffic, at SNR=20dB. The tradeoff is made by adjusting the weight of throughput from 0 to 1. We can see
that the network with diversity-embedded codes has larger achievable throughput-delay region than singlediversity codes. ARQ improves the reliability but has larger delay, which can be seen if we compare the
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throughput and delay for the same weight. Also for the same weight, the network with diversity-embedded
codes has larger average packet delay, which is not surprising, because diversity codes have two narrower
‘pipes’. But the network with diversity-embedded codes can be designed to add more weight to delay,
to push the operating point to the place of less delay as well as larger throughput. Fig. 5 also shows
the advantage of the diversity-embedded codes when there is only one traffic type in the network. Such
advantage is due to the freedom that we can allocate every user’s traffic to the sub-links.
In Fig. 6, we show the tradeoff between VoIP traffic and delay insensitive data traffic. Here data traffic
utility is throughput only. For capacity division, we can see the tradeoff as the capacity assigned to voice
B varies, and for priority queueing, the tradeoff is shown as the weight of voice traffic in the objective
function varies. This figure shows that the network with diversity-embedded codes has better tradeoff.
Fig. 6 also shows that the priority queueing can achieve higher R-factor of voice traffic and higher
throughput of data traffic. The priority queueing may raise the packet delay of data traffic, but since we
consider delay insensitive data in Fig. 6, the enlarged delay of data packet doesn’t hurt. In addition, we
can see that the achieved R-factor by priority queueing is not sensitive to the weight of the voice v. This
is because the voice packet can get very small average packet delay due to higher priority, no matter how
large the data throughput is. For the same reason, the throughput of data traffic can be as large as possible
and insensitive to v except when v is close to one where the system only cares about voice R-factor.
In Fig. 7 and 8, we set the weight of the voice v in the objective function as v = 0.5, and for data
traffic, different sources have different requirements for delay, indicated by the weight ws in the objective
function and the maximal delay constraints. The weight parameters on throughput for sources are w1 =
w3 = 0.7, and w2 = w4 = w5 = 0.95. The maximal delay parameters are δ1max = δ3max = 300 ms, and
δ2max = δ4max = δ5max = 2000 ms. The capacity division scheme uses a fixed capacity assigned to VoIP
traffic, B = 43 Kbps.
In Fig. 7, we show the tradeoff of data and voice utilities at different SNR’s. To compare two types
of codes, we push the network with diversity-embedded codes to operate at the point where the packet
delay is almost the same or less compared with single-diversity codes, by multiplying the throughput in
the objective function by a constant 0.4, which reduces the delay and throughput, but the throughput is
still larger than the single-diversity case.
Fig. 8 shows the average data packet delay, for capacity division. The approximation of the delay formula
is good, as shown in the figure. The average data packet delay for priority queueing is similar to the delay
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in this figure, but with larger approximation error of the delay. At high SNR, the delay of the ARQ case is
reduced because of the higher reliability. In summary, Fig. 7 and 8 show that the network with diversityembedded codes can operate concurrently at higher throughput and less delay for data, as well as higher
R-factor for VoIP, than the single-diversity codes.
The diversity-embedded codes can help reduce the delay of ARQ case compared with the single-diversity
codes. By multiplying the throughput in the objective function by a constant 0.4 for the diversity-embedded
codes, the delay of ARQ case can be smaller than no ARQ case when SNR=24 dB, as in Fig. 7. For the
same example as in Fig. 7 and 8, suppose we do not multiply the throughput in the objective function by
0.4, Fig. 9 shows the ratio of the average delays for ARQ case and for no ARQ case. We can see that the
diversity-embedded codes can help reduce the delay of ARQ case. This is because that when some of the
links in a network are not heavily loaded, the diversity-embedded codes provide the freedom to allocate
the traffic to the sub-link with higher reliability as much as possible, therefore the overall reliability is
improved, hence the chance of retransmission and average delay are both reduced.
The following example shows that the advantage of diversity-embedded codes can be enlarged in the
network setting compared with single link setting. Consider the same network topology (with the same
parameters, such as capacity, etc.) as in Fig. 2, but with only two flows, user 1 from node V1 to V4 , and
user 2 from V5 to V6 , each with delay insensitive data traffic only. By the symmetry, the rate of each user
P
1
can be half of the link capacity. Fig. 10 shows the ratio of the average reliabilities |S|
s ρs for the case of
diversity-embedded codes and single-diversity codes, for this network and for a single link, respectively.
We can see that the diversity-embedded codes can increase the average reliability in this network more
than on a single-link. The reason is again that for a single link, it is heavily loaded to get large throughput;
but for a network, some links may not be heavily loaded, so we can assign the traffic to the sub-link with
higher reliability as much as possible, hence the overall average performance can be improved.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the innovation at physical layer that new channel codes, such as diversity-embedded
codes, can achieve rate-reliability points not achievable by simple switching strategies, we investigate
utility maximization for networks where each logic link has multiple sub-links with different rate-reliability
characteristics. We incorporate rate, reliability and delay into the utility function, which reflects the various
QoS requirements of different applications. We also jointly control the source rates, forward error correction,
and ARQ to amplify the benefits of new codes to delay-sensitive network applications.
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We answer the question on how to allocate the physical layer resources to a mixture of traffic types,
including VoIP and data traffic, with appropriate rate-reliability characteristics so that their utilities are
jointly maximized. Distributed algorithms are proposed for the optimal rate-reliability-delay tradeoff in the
networks using capacity division and those using priority queueing to do QoS differentiation. Compared
with the traditional channel codes, the new diversity-embedded codes can provide higher network utilities
for each traffic type simultaneously, for either cases with or without ARQ. Having ARQ allows us to further
tradeoff reliability with delay. We also show that the (more complicated) priority queueing scheme attains
higher total network utility than the capacity division scheme. In addition, we show that the diversityembedded codes can work even better in the network setting than the single link setting, especially to
improve the average reliability, and to help reduce the delay for a system with ARQ.
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